OVERVIEW

Percussion CM1 in the Cloud
Percussion’s marketer-friendly content management system is now available as
a fully hosted and managed software-as-a-service package.
Marketers don’t want to worry about servers, code, or software
updates. They want to be assured that their websites never go down,
so they can focus on content creation and effectiveness.
Percussion now offers its award-winning, easy-to-use web content
management system as a service (SaaS) option, allowing customers
to start developing their website fast without the need for extensive
technical resources to get their content management system and
website live.
Traditionally, a content management system is either installed on
a server on site at your organization, or hosted by a third party.
Someone still has to take on the responsibility for managing the server,
setting up publishing, and maintaining the health and security of the
website.
Offered as an annual subscription, our cloud option empowers
marketers to prioritize what they do best, choosing CM1 in the Cloud
allows you to just log in and manage content without worrying about
the technical aspects of keeping your website running.

Built on Amazon Web Services for Speed and Security
There is no need to purchase hardware or license any software, and
the Amazon Web Services (AWS) infrastructure provides the best
web service currently available anywhere.
Percussion’s cloud offering has been designed from the ground up
for direct integration with Amazon S3 web services, leveraging the
speed, security, stability, and scalability it provides. The cloud version of
Percussion CMS is not recommended for intranet websites. Not sure if
this applies to you? Contact us with any questions.

Benefits of Percussion CMS in the Cloud
zzPercussion

CM1 installation and
configuration—be ready to start building
your web presence the very first day on
the system

zzSpeed

— your Percussion CM1
environment can be deployed in minutes
so you can get to work

zzSecurity

— 2-factor authorization, with
a single-tenant, provisioned platform
maintained by a dedicated team

zzFull

usage of Percussion’s award-winning
CM1 content management system,
including Page Optimizer and Social
Promotion

zzWebsite

hosting on Amazon’s S3, the
most reliable web platform available
anywhere with 99.99% availability

zzRedirect

management service with
support for vanity URLs

zzAccess

to the latest features as they are
released by Percussion.

zzAccess

to Percussion Technical Support
during support hours (9-6 | M-F EST)

zzUnlimited

users for more content
contributors

zzStandard

package includes management
and publishing of one domain

About Percussion
Percussion CMS helps marketers create, publish, and share website content
that drives online traffic, engages visitors, and looks great on any device.
Percussion powers websites in business, higher education, government, and
financial services, helping them measure content impact, improve SEO, and
grow business.
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